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I would like to discuss all issues suggested for today´s conference. I will discuss some issues more than
others, and I can not promise that I will always offer answers or solutions to those issues. I will focus more
on the Czech Republic and Slovakia, but I believe that these issues can be of interest to broader academic
public. At the end, only comparative approach can teach us something about the media and politics, about
general trends, if there are any.

1. Can we apply the western liberal concept of press freedom in the new democracies of the region?

The  western  liberal  concept  of  press  freedom  includes  three  political  functions  of  the  media:  the
dissemination of information, the formation of public opinion and the regulation of accountable politics
through public criticism and exposure. To be effective in these political functions, the mass media need
adequate legal and institutional supports such as: constitutional protextions of freedom of expression, and
independent judiciary, and physical access to a plurality of sources of information (Meyn 1994). But the
media operate on the market, and market forces are influencing directly and indirectly these political roles
of the media in democracy, as Walter Lippmann mentioned already at the beginning of 20 th century. It is
clear that market is not perfect. It means, free market does not guarantee that best products will succeed and
the low quality products or producers will disappear, all other conditions equal. The media market is the
most visible proof of imperfectibility of the free market. Not the high quality products, but low quality
products at the media market are more successful. Sure, one can argue that low quality is in fact what
people want and, therefore, the market is functioning. But is this, then, according to liberal concept of the
press freedom? In some cases, journalists, besides their journalistic work, own PR agencies. This is perhaps
the most disturbing element of combination of free media and free market.
How does work liberal concept of press freedom - and especially one of the key assumptions of watch-dog
role - seen through work of investigative journalism?

Andrew Stroehlein (2000) argues that the traditional Czech media have been weak, ineffective and unable 
to perform the role of watchdog in the new Czech democracy. There are five primary areas where the 
Czech media have shown themselves to be weak:
              there is a lack of investigative journalism 

 the media have been unable to free themselves from political influence 
 the traditional media offer a limited scope for public debate 
 there is an over-reliance on a single news source 

            media outlets do not criticise each other, making overall improvement difficult

How looks like investigative journalism in the Czech Republic? According to Stroehlein (2000), television 
programmes and print newspaper articles often give the illusion of being aggressive, but such efforts are 
hardly ever more than tabloid intrusions into the private lives of public figures or wild, unsubstantiated 
claims which seem to be smear campaigns. Political reporting is generally leak-driven, and what might 
appear to be an interesting document uncovered by a savvy reporter, usually turns out to be something 
pushed through the reporter's mail slot in the middle of the night - or simply handed to the reporter by a 
party press secretary.
According to Fištejn (2000, 22), investigative reporting in the Czech Republic does not attempt to search 
for important truths about social reality, but is more similar to public executions. Fištejn explicitly blaims 
for this situation the very liberal concept of the press freedom.

What is the situation in Slovakia? It seems, that the information submitted by former or current members of
intelligence services was one of the major sources of highly sensitive journalistic disclosures or 
"investigative reporting" in Slovakia after the change of the government and indeed, during Mečiar´s 
goverment in 1994-1998. For example, sensitive but non-verified materials were submitted by uknown 
sources to some younger journalists shorlty afterwards the new government came into power in late 1998 
with the aim to show that some members of the government allegedly collaborated with communist secret 
service (see Lovász 1999, Sedlár 1999).
In the years 1999-2000 various sensitive disclosures were caused by leaks of competiting factions in the 
government of Mikuláš Dzurinda and in the paliament. These leaks were frequent especially during 
coalition crises in early 2000, see Jancura 2000a). 
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It is still common practice that even top politicians are bugged by uknown people or organizations. For 
example, transcript of compromising semi-private telephone call (suggesting political corruption and 
attempts of the Prime Minister to negotiate between private businessman (but former politician) and local 
authorities were published in some media (see e.g. Nový čas, 20 April 1999, 2). 
Under Mečiar government, Slovak Intelligence Service initiated serie of television broadcast of so called 
"hidden witnesses" who accused President´s son of crime (see Domino fórum, nr. 1, 4-6). These 
"investigative reports" were broadcast on STV but on one occasion at least, also on VTV. These activities 
became more frequent before parliamentary elections in 1998. For example, STV broadcasted in the mid of 
September 1998 allegations that Christian Democratic Movement was involved in illegal business activities
with cultural heritage. Another allegation was that Christian Democratic Movement (CDM) issued orders 
for its regional and local organizations with respect to situation in TV Markíza. In those orders CDM 
allegedly ordered its functionairs to pay 100 Slovak crowns (more than 2 $) to primary school children for 
participation at protests meetings in support of TV Markíza (at that time in struggle over ownership rights). 
Since it takes long time untill the court decides whether an alegation is true or not (or rather whether there 
is sufficient evidence or not), this kind of  investigative reporting was possible. For example, STV was 
obliged by the court on 1 October 1998 to appologize for allegations of an anonymous witness that 
President´s son was involved in criminal activities. These allegations were broadcasted by STV on 18 
November and 1 December 1995. It can be assumed that all these activities are one of the reasons why so 
many politicians from almost all political parties believe in various wide-spread conspiracies among some 
journalists and some politicians or political parties (see Kokavec 1998, Hríb and Žitňanský 1999)

In my earlier papers (Školkay 1997a, b) I have argued that literally taken liberal concept of freedom of the
press neither did work nor was and is suitable for the country in transition. I would like to stress the term
"transition",  meaning  fragility  and  lack  of  experience  of  journalists,  political  elites  and  the  public.
Similarly, and at broader scope,  argued Snyder and Ballentine (1996). Perhaps, even after the political,
economic and cultural transition in Central and Eastern Europe is over, "It will be up to the varied publics
and to those who frame the new institutions to decide what they want, what is viable and what can be
afforded" (McQuail 1996, 153). More likely, normative criteria will be already set up.

Journalists are the biggest enemies of humankind.
                                                               Václav Klaus, Czech Prime Minister, 19941

2. Do institutional guarantees maintain press freedom in the countries suffering from the heritage
of authoritarian political cultures? 

CZECH REPUBLIC: Stroehlein (2000) argues that there are numerous cases of simple political pressure 
on the Czech media. In mid-May 1998, a representative of the Czech Ministry of Defence attempted to 
dictate the guests that would appear in the studio of the Czech Television with the Minister, deliberately 
trying to block the appearance of a well-known opposition politician in a debate on the nightly news 
programme, 21 This type of pressure on the media was again seen on the same programme just a few days 
later, when both Václav Klaus, the leader Civic Democratic Party (ODS), and Jan Ruml, leader of the 
Freedom Union party both attempted to control who would appear with them in the studio on the same 
night. The politicians' shock upon being denied their demands demonstrated quite clearly that this was what
they had been used to for a long time.
Several commentators at Czech Television expressed their apprehension at becoming too agressive in 
interviews with Czech politicians, because they feared for the physical safety of their families. Political 
arm-twisting of the media cannot simply be blamed on brutish politicians, however. Journalists and their 
superiors in the media frequently act incompetently, argues Stroehlein.
It should be noticed that the decision to award the license to broadcast to private TV NOVA in the Czech 
Republic in 1993 was called by then deputy chair of ODS (Civic Democratic Party) as "extremely 

1 In Literárny týž  º  denník   (8 July 1994), 7 (28), p. 2, originally in interview for Forbes, 20 June 1994. Also quoted in 
Rudé právo, 28 June 1994. This quote of Czech politician is used here as the most condensed description of attitudes of 
all post-communist, perhaps not only post-communist, politicians to journalists.
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politically dangerous…threatening democracy and the very essence of the state" (Gál 2000, 59). The reason
supposed to be personalities behind the TV NOVA.
But would be the institutional guarantees, however perfect, sufficient? Increasingly, the business interests
of media owners lead to self-censorship or, at least, to weak resistance against pressures from politicians.
Good examples one can find in the Czech Republic during "Golden Era" of the Prime Mnister Václav
Klaus. Some analysts believe that it was exactly bussiness interests of the owner of TV NOVA that lead to
decision not to broadcast discussion with Václav Klaus. Václav Klaus somehow lost emotional balance in
that discussion in summer 1994. It was not only possible political pressure or fear but more likely fear of
too strict legislative regulation of advertisement conditions.

SLOVAKIA: There is still no clear policy in the media field in Slovakia. For example, initial draft on 
state and public employees discussed in early 2000 included also employees of public Slovak Television, 
public Slovak Radio and state news agency TA SR. The final draft did not include employees of public 
radio and television in the law, while status of TA SR, state news agency employees remains at the moment 
unclear. The director of state news agency did not agree with the idea that employees of the state news 
agency would be regarded as state employess. The law is expected to be in force from January 200. 
Similarly, an MP for coalition party initiated legislation in 1999 that would enable the President to 
nominate four out of fifteeen (instead of total nine) members of Supervising Council. This draft came 
shortly before presidential elections in spring 1999, when to be president was likely to be elected (as it 
indeed turned out) from this party. This proposal did not materialize. However, a similar proposal appeared 
during the preparation of a new constitution a year later, in early 2000. One of drafts of new constitution 
suggested that the President should have the right to nominate and dismiss managers of public institutions 
(see Révayová 2000a). 
This lack of any clear policy towards media could be seen already almost immediately after parliamentary 
elections in September 1998. It it perhaps true that changes in suprevisory councils of both public television
and radio were necessary. However,  these changes required legal regulation. In other words, there was 
need for law that would allow changes in supervisory councils. No such draft of law existed among so 
called media experts of now governmental parties. Again, this could be perhaps explained by necessary 
compromises as a result of coalition government. However, nominations of candidates to these councils had
been done according to party´s preferences or affiliations. Later, when professional organizations argued 
that they had right to nominate some candidates too, some of these nominees of professional organizations 
have been "adopted" by political parties (Füle 1999a, Meliš 1998). Even more, pre-selection of to be 
director of Slovak Television was done among coalition parties first (see Sme, 11 November 1998, 1 or 
Pravda, 24 October 1998, 1-4). It is interesting to note that one of the major candidates was former (at that 
time still active) anchor of private TV Markíza.  It seems that a job of anchor in television news broadcast 
is considered to be a good enough qualification for the post of a director of public television. Although this 
candidate was at the end not selected by supervisory council of STV, previous director of STVwas also 
former anchor. Similarly, new director of state news agency has become journalist who used to work in this
agency and criticised its policy in previous period. It seems that these personnel policies are a result of both
interest of politicians to have their "own" representants in these posts as well as result of lack of media 
policies among political parties or perhaps contrasting media policies and interests of political parties. 
Consequently, improvisation in the media field seems to be rule. This state of affairs will perhaps be 
changed soon. From January 2000 it is the Media and Information Centre (formerly National Center for 
Media Communication, before that under rname Journalism Study Institute) which is also reponsible for 
preparation of media legislation, not only the Ministry of Culture. The Ministry of Culture is currently 
working on three drafts of media laws. The first one should achieve full compatibility of Slovak media law 
on electronic transmisions with the EU legislation and international regulations in this field. The second 
draft deals with changes in law on public radio and the third one deals with changes in law on public 
television. These drafts should be submitted to the parliament till summer 2000. In addition, the Ministry of
Interrior has submitted to the parliament Law on Access to Information (Puchý 2000). Changes in law on 
telecommunications are being prepared at the Ministry of Transport, Post and Telecommunications and 
changes in the law on Advertising are to be submitted to the government and parliament by the Ministry of 
Economy. As can be seen, there was a lack of co-ordination in the media policy. Fortunately, the 
government has decided in March 2000 to create inter-departmental (inter-ministerial) expert committee for
preparation of conception of state media policy. Perhaps, there will be some co-ordination in the media 
policy.
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The state is not interested (or not sufficiently) in smooth functioning of public media in Slovakia. 
Although the public television is formally independent, the state and politicians still have influence on it  - 
similar to other East Central European post-communist countries (see Šmíd 1999). For example, Slovak 
Television Council did not have full number of its members at the end of 1999 and in early 2000. This was 
simply because parliament did not elect new members of this council in time although the law reqiueres 
elections of new members by the parliament within 60 days term. This is rule when previous members 
either voluntarily resign or their term terminates, as were the cases of two members of the council at the 
end of 1999. It would be perhaps fine if there were no problems. However, the total debt of STV was about 
750 million Slovak crowns (18 million US $) in early 1999 (Babitzová 1999). The new debt of STV was 
expected to be about 500 million Slovak crowns (almost 13 million US $) towards the end of 2000 
(Národná obroda, 28 March 2000, p.2), while in 1999 it was 300-315 million Slovak crowns (more than 7 
million US $) (Pravda, 23 March 2000, p.2, Pravda, 8 June 2000, p.2). Already at the end of April 2000, the
total debt of STV was 517 million Slovak crowns (about 11,5 million USD). Of this debt, 137 million 
Slovak crowns were state guaranteed debts (Profit, 19 May 2000, p.44). According to another source, the 
total debt of STV was 900 million Slovak crowns in early 2000 (Palenčárová 2000). This relatively huge 
debt and yearly losses were one of the reasons why it was almost impossible to free STV from political 
influence. In other words, if the STV would be declared as public fundation or become fully independent 
from the state budget, its property could be - in theory at least - confiscated on the basis of law on 
bankruptcy. So far the property of STV is according to law in ownership of the state. Even more, the major 
part of STV debt comes from unpaid fees for transmitters, still state-owned Slovak Telecommunications. 
Therefore, the Ministry of Transport, Post and Telecommunications which controled the Slovak 
Telecommunications at that time, suggested in early 2000 that STV should limit its broadcasting on STV 2 
program. This proposal was rejected by the STV. However, it should be acknowledged that the parliament 
approved new amendment to the law on licence fees in 1999. This law could have increased financial 
independence of both public media institutions, at least in the long term. The bill has changed the 
conditions under which one can be freed from the duty to pay licence fees for public media. Under current 
conditions, one has to pay requested fee or has to write statement that he or she does not own television or 
radio set. This statement has to be submitted to a local post office. This law thus freed about 200,000 
viewers from obligation to pay licence fees - mostly elderly people. Consequently, the STV losses only due 
to these exemptions were estimated at 300 million Slovak crowns yearly. Problematic situation of STV, 
which is far from real public institution, is in part caused by inefficient management and in part by various 
coalition parties´ interests in getting wide and favourable news coverage. This pressure is less visible in 
direct way (e.g. phone calls, visiting "friendly" or important journalists) but more often through personnel 
policies (see e.g. Daniš 1999). It is quite similar to what used to be (and perhaps still is) tradition of control 
of Austrian Television and Radio. In general, it is difficult to avoid temptation to intervene in "public" 
television or radio, when changes can be simply carried out through election of new members of  
supervising councils. The councils then submit to the parliament nominees for directors. In short, the same 
majority which elects councils also approves nominations of directors. And if there is problem with terms 
of previous councils or individual members, or similar issues, then the parliament can simply pass a new 
law. This happpened, as written above, after last parliamentary elections, but also in earlier period. Yet it is 
true that there have usually been representants of opposition in all media councils. These representants have
had minority position - as is the case of the television and radio councils elected after 1998 parliamentary 
elections when there are two out of nine members for opposition in each council. About half of  eighteen 
members of both councils elected after the parliamentary elections in 1998 are members of political parties 
(Sme, 12 November 1998, 3, Trend, 18 November 1998, 15A). Sometimes even these party councils 
criticize(d), at least formally, work of the management of public media. This was true even under Mečiar´s 
government (see Práca, 29 September 1999, 11).
There have beem some discussion about public television´s role in Slovakia from early 2000. The STV 
broadcasted serie of round table discussions in early 2000 (for some comments on the content of one of 
these discussion see Schutz 2000). One of the first results of these discussions was promise of the director 
of STV to make available to the public economic data about STV. This should be done in publishing them 
on the Internet as well as make them available in hard-copy version. 
Still, criticism of STV´ inability to transform itself into more efficient body with high quality programs and 
unwillingness of the general director to do personal changes in the top management for this purpose, were 
perhaps the major impetus behind call of majority STV Council members to recall the general director at 
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the end of March 2000 (for more on the background of this crises see Pravda, 25 March 2000, p.5). The 
Council itself argued that the reasons why the general director should be dismessed were following: 
unrealistic budget proposal for 1999 and 2000, ignorance of decisions and requests made by the Council, 
bad management, including increasing budge deficit, low quality of programs and general instability of the 
STV (see Révayová 2000b, Repa 2000b, Luther 2000, Mistrík 2000, Šmatlák 2000). The STV 
spokesperson claimed that behind this move of the Council was pressure from lobbist groups that wanted to
privatize STV 2 - second national channel. Some reports suggested that this move could be the result of 
enterpreneurial interests of some members of STV Council who were involved with STV in some business 
contracts (Národná obroda, 27 March 2000, p.2). However, this argument seemed to be just an excuse. The 
general director blaimed all political elites in power in Slovakia in the last ten years which did not allow 
enough time for reform of STV (see Materák 2000).
The general director of STV offered his post to the STV Council just a few weeks earlier, but the Council 
did not accept his proposal to vote on non-confindence at that time. The Council at that time requested 
dimissal of program director of STV. Therefore, when general director did not respect this wish of STV 
Council, the Coucl decided to act. Although majority of STV Council members voted negatively, it was not 
enough according to status which requieres more than simple majority. For qualified majority, one vote was
missing (five out of eight members, one was not elected by the parliament). Consequently, the general 
director dismissed program director of STV. The way how reform STV, still with about 2,500 employees (in
contrast, private TV Markíza has less than 500 employess) and with eleventh general director from 1989, 
seems unclear. The government established the working group for solving STV problems in early 2000. 
This group suggested that the debts of STV should or could be solved in the following way: 

a) either from the state budget
b) or from increased licence fees (from 75 Sk to 120 or 150 Sk)
c) or from profit from privatization of Slovak Telecom (STV debt towards Slovak Telecom was 700 

million crowns)

STV management suggested in its Developmental Plan that the development of STV would requiere 
new legislative rules, higher licence fees including their valorization and elimination of previous debts 
by the state (Pálková 2000).

Political parties and political leaders in Slovakia are still interested in media propaganda. This should
not be very surprising, but in case of Slovakia all elections have been marked with abuse of public 
television by politicians in power, or, in some cases, by politicians in opposition (see e.g. Vavro 1999). Ivan
Gašparovič, then the speaker of the parliament (member of Movement for a Democratic Slovakia) spoke in 
public television during so called moratorium, i.e. less than 48 hours before the 1998 parliamentary 
elections. His speech was seen by Licence Board as breaking the election law. The STV got fine one 
million Slovak crowns (25 000 $). Before the first direct presidential elections in 1999, the prime minister 
Mikuláš Dzurinda spoke in STV and Slovak Radio in favour of the later elected President. The STV got 
fine one million Slovak crowns (about 25 000 $) at 1 June 1999, but it has still not paid this amount in early
2000. It takes some time till the case goes through all legal procedures. And, at the end, this fine will be 
paid by citizens through their monthly fee of 75 Slovak crowns (less than 2 US $). In addition, the law is 
not clear (or strict enough) under what conditions is a public figure entitled to speak to public through 
public media. Therefore, these cases of abuse of "public" television and radio are quite often in - for 
politicians, not necessary for the public - crucial circumstances like elections. Pressure from some 
politicians, especially from the President, to have some space in STV broadcast (see Chmelár 2000a, b), 
resulted in proposal of the general director of STV to create a new program that would give equal space for 
the President, the Prime Minister and the Speaker of the Parliament as well as representat of NGOs. The 
idea was that all of them would rotate in four weeks terms. The STV Council did not approve this proposal 
in early 2000.

Robert Fico, one of the most popular politicians in Slovakia, and leader of 1999 established political party 
Smer (Direction) has announced in early 2000 that he will soon establish monthly Smer (Direction) that 
would promote his political grouping´s ideas. Party Smer was usually among first two or, according to 
some polls, among four most popular parties in opinion polls in early 2000 (Národná obroda, 7 March 
2000, p.2, 9 February 2000, p.2). There are at least four important political weeklies in Slovakia which 
represent interests of certain political parties (discussed later). 
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3. Are objectivity, fairness and non-partisanship useful norms for journalists?

The  ideal  professionalism  of  journalists  has  been  commonly  perceived  as  truthfulness,  fairness,
impartiality, non-partisanship, a lack of bias, neutrality, balance and a lack of distortion (Bromley 1994,
101-102).  John  Corner  defines  professionalism of  journalists  as  impartial,  fair  and  accurate  reporting
(Corner, 1995, 65-67). Objectivity, the term suggested for our discussion, is a nice but vague notion. Some
journalists argue that  objectivity does not exists,  and news reporting is not about objectivity but about
informativeness.  This is  for example opinion of Anna Ghanamová, editor-in-chief of news and current
affiars department of TV Luna in Slovakia. At the second place Ghanamová stressed balance (in Slovo, nr-
31-32,p.20).

 
What we understand by objectivity? It is probably:

 Factuality (answers to the questions Who?, What? Where? When? and maybe Why?)

 Accuracy (correct answers to the above questions)

 Relevance (information should be relevant for a society at that time, and relevent information should be
given at proper place and space in news)
In practice we should be more focused on 

  fairness (balance in the choice and use of sources)

 non-partisanship  (avoiding  value  judgment  or  emotive  language  or  pictures,  separating  facts  from
opinion).

Yet simply telling facts is not enough. As Wesker (1997, 187) argues:  "Fact may not be truth, and
truth if it has any chance of emerging, may rest in the need to interpret those facts,..."  (cf. Negrine 1996,
15; O'Neill 1992, 20; Lippmann 1922, 358; and for more theoretical discussion see Arendt 1987). Neither
does presenting both sides solve the problem: "It simply leaves the matter open to an inconclusive, and not
always soundly informed, debate" (Negrine 1996, 16; cf. Weissberg 1996).Walter Lippmann (1922, 30 ff.)
as well as Negrine (1996, 16-26) have noted that there are too many subjective and objective obstacles
which do not allow the public to fully utilize the work of even the ideally professional media. Regarding
the media itself, Patterson (1998, 56) argues that the news media is poorly suited for the role of organizing
public  opinion  and  debate.  Finally,  a  relatively  recent  application  of  marketing  methods  in  political
campaigning in particular (see e.g. Sabato 1981) and in political communication in general, casts further
doubts on the very idea of the possibility of discovering truth in a rational way in the short term and on the
expected idealised role of journalists in these processes (see Weinberger 1994). Some argue that there is
overlapping of genres in journalism, with increasing role played by the PR agencies.The media are too fast,
in some cases too opportunistic (in Holub 2000).

Jo  Bardoel  have  suggested  information  society  transforms  the  role  of  journalists  from originally
collecting  information  to  directing  the  flow  of  informatin  and  public  debate.  There  is  aslo  a  new
"orientation" (or background) journalism and instrumental journalism. The second type reflects specific
interests of small groups or individuals.

Some media - dailies  in Slovakia (Sme) and the Czech Republic (Mladá fronta DNES) have attempted
to solve this dilema in adopting "news analysis" style of reporting as a form of "orientation" or background
journalism. This style one can find in, for example, The International Herald Tribune. An attempt is to give
the news into context. Critics argue that this is mixing of news and commentatries. This criticism is to
certain degree justified, and this style of reporting is potentially politically dangerous. The key fact is if
there  is  genuine  attempt  for  journalistic  professionalisation  as  discussed  above.  Degree  of  journalistic
professionalisation thus depends on ability of journalists put aside their ideological  assumptions and to
select  apolitical  experts  or,  at  least,  in  giving  space  to  all  relevant  persons,  especially  to  politicians.
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Whether this attemtp was successful oor not one can see roughly at headlines. As an example of successful
adoption of this style is article from daily Sme, published on August 21, 2000. The journalists Boris Zemko
utilized  information  from  a  sociologist,  economic  analyst  and  two  historians.  It  was  short  piece  of
information on the first and second page. It seems useful for the print media and for society to give events
of previous day of week into broader context.

4. Is it possible, or necessary, to provide different political groups with equal access to the media?

"What does not appear in the news, it does not exists", is well-know phrase seen as to be truism (Vágner
1997, 9). Clearly, access to the media, or lack of it, is crucial for politicians and political parties. Political
competition, according to Schumpeter and Plamenatz, can call itself democratic only when it is a "free
competition for a free vote" (in Zolo 1992, 145). It is almost rule that politicians complain for lack of space
in the media.  For example,  former  Prime Minister  Václav  Klaus,  once  favourite  of  the Czech  media,
believed that there was deliberate and organized game which did not allow the Civic Democratic Party
(ODS) and him personally to be more often present in the Czech media in early 1998 (see Klaus 1998, 55).
There are visible diffences between the Czech Republic and Slovakia. While in the Czech Republic there 
are two liberal news and current affairs weeklies Respekt (Respect) and Týden (Week), the situation in 
Slovakia is more colourful. There are at least four news and current affairs weeklies which represent 
specific ideologies or, indeed, in some cases are political parties mouth pieces. There is right-wing Domino
fórum (ideologically close to small liberal party), then Slovo (unofficial voice of Party of Democratic 
Left), weekly Extra (represents Movement for a Democratic Slovakia). In addition, there is tabloid format 
weekly Fakty (unofficial weekly of Christian Democratic Movement HZDS). Even non-parliamentary 
orthodox Communist Party of Slovakia publishes bi-weekly Úsvit (Sunrise). 

So, I would say that it is necessary to provide different political and interests groups with access to the
media, if they want to be heard. This, perhaps, would prevent them from using violence-protests like we
have seen at the International Monetary Fund meeting in Prague in September 2000. 
Increasingly, cable television and Internet seem to facilitate distribution of information. For this reason, it
also may become possible to provide different political and interest groups with equal access to the media.
We will see if this would be adequate solution.

5. What guidelines should regulate the media coverage of the government and the 
opposition parties?

Experience  shows  that  more  than  particular  guidelines  are  important  two factors:  will  or  interests  or
possibility to keep any guidelines and will to keep any guidelines over time. Simply, if a government adopts
unfair  guidelines  and  opposition  protests,  than  the  litmus-test  should  be  whether  after  the  change  of
government the creator of guidelines is willing or not to respect these guidelines.
In general, the Slovak Television news department selects information according to national importance.
Post of politician is only secondary in decision-making to broadcast information (Sme, 8 April 2000, p.2).
This  approach  lead  to  protests  from  opposition  which  argued  with  small  space  in  public  television
broadcast  in  early  2000.  Independent  monitoring  showed  that  opposition  got  only  14-15  %  of  total
broadcast  time  in  news  programs  and  was  mostly  negatively  showed  in  the  monitored  yearly  period
(Národná obroda, 22 June 2000, p.2, Slovenská Republika, 23 June 2000, p.4).

6. Do capital concentration and cross-ownership lead to bias or censorship?

Increasingly, more than direct political pressures, rich and influential media owners seem to influence 
media reporting of the media in their ownership, including the most important television Markíza. This 
trend has started already in the mid of 1990s, but its significance increased before and after the 1998 
parliamentary elections. Some influential business people support financially political parties, in some 
cases probably even more than just one party at the same time. 
It is  difficult  to answer the question of cross-ownership more precisely,  because the process  of capital
concentration and cross-ownership is just happening in the years 1998-2000. We have to wait and then we
will see the effects or consequences of this process. The government - or more precisely Anti-Monopoly
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Office - watches the situation and in some cases stopped process of concentration. For example, it did not
allow merger of two cable television operators (Nový Čas, 8 July 2000, p.11).

7. Is there a media-élite or a network of top politicians, media managers and leading journalists,
which controls the press? 

MEDIA-ÉLITE?:  Obviously,  it  is  possible  to  find some influential  commentators  in  Slovakia.  These
journalists are to be found mostly in the print media and are mid-aged or older. Some politicians argue that
there are ten journalists-opinion leaders in Slovakia (in Čarnogurský 2000). These people should create
Slovak media-élite. Consequently, they should have significant impact on politics in Slovakia. It is difficult
to verify this argument. From this type of reasoning is not so far to various theories of conspiracy. Czecho-
Slovakia, and later Slovakia, is a good example in this regard. Let me show you how former dissidents
believed in various conspiracy theories.
The first post-communist ruling elite (1990-1992) 'discovered' five theories, some of them interconnected,
while the later  ruling elites  'discovered' additional  various  theories  of  conspiracy.  The first  conspiracy
theory, which was voiced openly in March 1990, was related to former Communists, particularly those who
were fired from the Communist Party after the Prague Spring in 1968, who were supposed to be organising
in co-operation with former agents of the communist secret police a coup d’etat (cf. Mrnka 1991a; Baláž
1996, 169; Bunčák, Harmadyová & Kusá 1997, 111 and 142; Leško 1997, 63). 
The  second  conspiracy  theory  was  related  to  journalists,  who  were  supposed  to  be  directed  and/or
blackmailed by former communist secret police in order to write against a new democratic government
('Operation Wedge'), (cf. Neužil 1991, Johnson 1993, 12)2. Fedor Gál, leader of PAV, strongly believed in
this  conspiracy  (Marvan  1991).  Appparently,  the  use  of  journalists  as  agents  and  collaborators  of
intelligence services was not unusual in communist Czechoslovakia as wel as in many other countries.
However,  the issue of former agents of the communist  secret  police was also used to aid the political
struggle inside the new ruling elite before first free and democratic elections (cf. Bunčák, Harmadyová &
Kusá 1997, 144; Baláž 1996, 170) as well  as to cause a general  tension in society.  As a result,  many
Slovaks believed that many later charges of Czech, Slovak and federal authorities and media against some
Slovak politicians and journalists were caused by their pro-Slovak stance. 
The third and fourth conspiracy theories were presented in October-November 1991. According to the third 
theory, Soviet intelligence services started immediately after the Gentle Revolution subversive activities 
('Operation X') in cooperation with former Communists and agents of the communist secret police in order 
to prevent cooperation between Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary in order to create a cordon sanitare 
of weak and unfriedly states. Slovakia was supposed to play a key role in this game, because it could 
influence both Hungary and Poland, and, obviously, the Czech part of the federal state. 
The fourth theory claimed that the Vatican was also interested in the independence of Slovakia. This was 
supposed to be a plan to create a bastion of Catholicism in post-communist countries. (Bunčák, 
Harmadyová & Kusá 1997, 164-165).
The fifth conspiracy theory appeared after the elections in 1992. According to this theory, which was 
created in the Czech Republic, China was supposed to have an interest to shape Slovakia according to its 
model: a socialist country with some market features and with one dominant political party (Mikloško 
1996, 139).

Of all these five theories, only the first two had an impact on the real politics of the then Czecho-Slovakia.
Belief in these two theories was undoubtedly one of the reasons why the highly controversial lustration or
screening law was passed in Czecho-Slovakia. Very importantly, this lustration law was intended especially
against Slovak journalists (who were blamed for nationalism and support of leftist forces) and against those
Slovak as well as Czech politicians, who had been very critical towards economic and social reforms. 

2 Stenografická správa o schôdzi SNR, I. časť, 12 February 1991, 84-85. See Stenografická správa o schôdzi SNR, 14. 
schôdza, II. časť, 21-24 May 1991, 323. There MP Marcel Strýko said: „We have probably forgotten the report of the 
Commission of Federal Assembly for investigationof events of 17 November, where it is stated that the State Security 
was ordered after revolution to inflitrate and to stabilize first of all the mass media, in order to incluence public opinion 
in favour of KSČ. I suppose that a modified version of this plan was implemented in Slovakia by some state media, i.e. 
at least in some editiorial offices, and public opinion is shaped against economic reform and against governmental 
programme in general.“
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Indeed, even the first and second, perhaps the most realistic, theories of conspiracy were wrong. First of all,
the structure  and  most  of  staff  of  the former  Czechoslovak  communist  secret  police  were  completely
changed. Secondly, Soviet intelligence services were more than enough occupied and paralysed with inner
political development in the former Soviet Union (see also  Domino efekt 6 (1), p. 4). In regard to other
conspiracy theories, including those offered by the second and later ruling elites, there never was presented
any serious evidence in support of any of them. Some cases of domestic and international lobbying could
hardly be considered as conspiracy.
The  second  ruling  elite  believed  that  journalists  were  paid  from  abroad  for  their  'writing  against
government.' This  was  explained  with  the  argument  that  some  foreign  powers,  organisations  and
individuals  were  interested  in  Slovakia  as  a  crossroads  of  Central  Europe  and  because  of  interest  of
multinational corporations in Slovak economy. This last suspicion was from a certain point logical, because
while the first ruling elite did not succeed, and in fact was not interested in cooperation with domestic
industrial and later business elite, i.e. predominantly with managers of state-owned companies, and was for
opening markets and flow of foreign capital, the second ruling elite based its existence and changes in
economic reform on cooperation with this very powerful  domestic enterpreneurship lobby (cf.  Šútovec
1993).  This  was  seen  also  in  the  media  sector  in  the  years  1995-1996,  when powerful  industrial  and
financial lobby, like East Slovak Ironworks, became involved in control over some important media (see
Repková 1997). 
In general, variety of conspiracy theories of the second ruling elite was much bigger. In other words, it can
be even argued that the second ruling elite believed in even more conspiracy theories than the first ruling
elite or that its conspiracy repertoire included more domestic and foreign players than that of the first ruling
elite, which tried to be much more specific and persistent in searching for enemies. 
Many of these theories were presented particularly by Dušan Slobodník and Roman Hofbauer, MPs for
Movement for a Democratic Slovakia in years 1994-1998, in daily Slovenská Republika and weeklies Extra
S and Zmena throughout 1990s..

BUSINESS, MEDIA AND POLITICS: Some business people active in the media and advertising 
businesses attempted to influence politics before 1998 parliamentary elections. Not only did some of these 
enterpreneurs use their power in influencing political reporting of the media under their control (daily 
Pravda, TV Markíza), but some enterpreneurs also created pressure or special interests group popularly  
nicknamed "G 7" and later G-10 before 1998 parliamentary elections, in early 1997. The purpose of this 
informal grouping was to improve communication and efficient media presentation for that time opposition.
The SDK opposition group did not show up interest in co-operation with G-7 and the G-7 broke down in 
1997. Soon after was created G-10 group. This group of enterpreneurs not only from the media and PR 
agencies co-operated with newly created Party of Civic Undertanding (SOP). It seems that after 
parliamentary elections some influential people from this loose group were later able to put its 
representatives into lucrative state-owned companies (or companies in which state has influence) (see e.g. 
Jancura 2000b, Chmelár 2000a). The G-10 disappeared in January 1999. Its influence, however, should not 
be overestimated. It seems reasonable to aggree with explanation offered by one of its prominent members 
(see Sme, 5 April 2000, p.3) that its purpose was to change the style of politics in Slovakia. Clearly, even 
advertising market was directly (when state companies were forced to prefer PR and advertsing agencies 
close to the government,and some media like TV VTV) and indirectly (low level of foreign investment in 
Slovakia) influenced by that time government.

PUBLIC SPHERE:  There are some long-term, and more important problems of political  and societal
discourse in Slovakia and the Czech Republic. I will discuss later the situation in the Czech Republic. As I
will show, there is specific trend in Slovakia, which seems to be in contrast to trend visible in the West.
Well-known Italian political scientist Bobbio (in Zolo 1992, 103) argues that the technical and scientific
growth in the Western democratic countries has led increasingly to the protagonists in political life being
scientists, experts or professional consultants. In Slovakia, the situation is different or at least distorted.

a) There is a lack of intellectual or expert competition in the public and specialised discourse. 
This fact, perhaps better defined as lack of self-promotional activities of real experts results in 
easier penetration of pseudoexperts and ambitious experts into the media and public discourse. In 
addition, obviously, not many young people are interested in scientific work for well-know reasons.
At top of that, in some cases newly established research institutes have some political "flavour" or 
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inclination. Finally, the very selection of researchers is based on personal contacts and not on open 
and fair public competition.

b) There is a lack of "internal" criticism (reviews and critical discussions). This is because in a 
small country like Slovakia, in which most influential elites are concentrated in small capital, 
everyone knows everyone, at least in his or her field of research. Consequently, it is seen as  
improper to criticise colleagues unless you are not going to be seen as his or her personal enemy. 
This leads to suspicion that any strong criticism is biased and based on personal animosity. The 
critised person tries often for revenge (principle of flight of boomerang). In general, Slovak society 
does not accept criticism. There is strong emotional reaction to criticism in social sciences too. 
And, again, this leads to easier dominance of pseudoexperts in the media.Then, politicians select - 
if at  all - as their advisors those who are present (visible) in the media or those who approach them.
In general, with exception of politics, there is no real discussion  among experts about alternatives 
and contrasting opinions. But, already John S. Mill in his famous essay On Liberty written 150 
years ago  underlined the necessity of discussion in a society and danger of possibly false "ever-
lasting truths".

c) The Slovak society is still autoritarian-rural and petty-burgeoise society.  In such a society, 
parents, elderly and superios (formal and perhaps even informal leaders or bosses) are always right 
and absolute obedience, if not loyalty, are the only or at least most traditional and secure ways to 
success. Success can be simply understood as "survival". Informal networks play the key role in 
communication, cooperation and selection among elites.

This, together with overpoliticisation of Slovak society, small circle of elites, closed academic 
discourses leads to the dominance of political, media and in general personal contacts over 
professional outcomes. This is perhaps not Slovak uniqueness, but, certainly, in Slovakia is more 
visible or, at least, there are fewer possibilities to defend oneself against this phenomenon. Almost 
everything is based on personal contacts, and those who are able well-present themselves, are seen 
as experts or at least "fine" people or proper candidates for leadership. But, this is against rationality 
to think that I can recongnize somebody´s personality or qualities in a few minutes talk at reception. 
Often those who do not speak  well are or can be better candidates for leadership or for expertese.

d) There is missing intellectual climate that would appreciate a new ideas or impulses and that 
would be directed towards criticism. This is related to the fact that less able individuals (creating 
a special community) feel collectively threatened by any criticism. While a person well-aware of 
his or her abilities and limits does not have problem to accept serious and fair criticism, or to 
asnwer it in a fair and polite way, intellectually and professionaly less able individuals see any 
criticism - and not without reason -  as threat to their very existence. True, this feeling is partly 
based on the fact that the Slovak society is not liberal. It often sees any criticims as clear evidence 
of lower abilites or lack of any abilities of that particular person. Criticims is not seen as necesssary
cross-path towards improment of current situation. Besides, an effort to follow "self-evident truths"
and fast solutions sees a part of the society as the most suitable approach. Therefore, experts and 
politicians who offer easy solutions are being accepted mostly positively, while experts and 
politicians who attempt to show complexity and intertwinning of issues, are being ridiculoused.

e) There is general increase in the interest in issues of science and technology. In general, there is 
general tendency towards rational explanation of events and developments, at least among educated
elites. This not a unique Slovak phenomenon. However, consequences are similar like in Germany 
or the USA: increase in the interest into experts, more pages or broadcasted hours on topics of 
science and technology. Obviously, this again gives larger space to pseudoexperts, if there are no 
barries in a form of academic self-control.

f) Reliance at one "reliable" or favourite expert. This is related to low specialization of experts, 
when it seems to many that almost any expert would tell us the same opinion or journalists is 
"happy" with an expert (or pseudo-expert) he or she has found by a chance, and, therefore, there is 
no need to look for another expert. This could be true at the beginning of 1990s, but it is certainly 
less so at the end of 1990s. 

g) Reliance at one expert is related to phenomenon of "leader" or perhaps CEO. Individuals in 
position of top leaders (managers : directors or presidents) are somehow automatically seen as the 
best experts in that particular area. Consequently, if they have contacts and good marketing, they 
can be presented as experts. But it is well-known that top managers are seldom - perhaps with 
exception of professors and heads of departments - the best experts. To be  a good manager means 
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to know how to handle with people, to have contacts and to know the rules of institutional politics. 
It has been long tradition that scientists usually do not like to be managers or leaders, because they 
see it as loss of precious time they could otherwise devote to research.

h) Some experts are unable to communicate interesting and important research results in a 
"catchy" way, but only using boring academic jargon. Yet science does not need to be boring. 
The social sciences should be interesting, because it should bring something new, to break myths, 
prejudices, conpsiracy theories. In other words, science has a big chance to be attractive, but, it 
should use a proper "make-up". Certainly, not everything important for research can be of interest 
of broader public. It is also true that experts and scientists are not accustomed to speak publicly in 
the media. Besides that, electronic media do not give enough space to more complicated issues in 
their news bulletins.  

i) Insufficient motivation of Slovak journalists (in some contrast to Czech journalists). Under the
pressure of higher workload and lower salaries, there is missing motivation to include experts in 
journalistic output. In some cases, at least, this phenomenon is related to feeling of uselessness of 
journalistic work, when short-term but also long-term effects of media productions are at the 
maximum modest. Certainly, there is different situation under current government of Mikuláš 
Dzurinda and under Mečiar´s government. And, to be honest, in some case an attempt to create 
intellectually- driven television failed - an example of TV Luna.

j) There is overall process of atomization of society. More and more is important self-promotion 
and self-interests. This is not only the outcome or side-effect of transition from communist to 
liberal democratic society based on market economy, but it is related to a broader phenomenon of 
globalization and emergence of new media. This is, in fact - at least partly  - delayed 
"Americanization". The USA has always been a mixture of  very individualistic society with some 
specific sense for co-operation. This attitude comes to Europe. And it seems that journalists expects
that experts would claim they right to speak. However, the experts are, more and more interested in 
the research instead of self-promotion.
The atomization of  society gives space to perhaps unique phenomena. In Slovakia, for example, 
anchors (especially on private TV Markíza) are not only becoming celebrities, but also serious 
candidates and, indeed, in some cases even directors of private or public televisions. Thus, the 
previous job of the current general director of TV Markíza was news anchor in the same television. 
Earlier, he was serious candidate for the post of general director of public Slovak Television. Last 
director under Mečiar´s last government was former news anchor, this time from the public TV. 
One can wonder what kind of logic is behind selection of anchors to CEOs.
In Germany, we noticed a great success of reality-programming - competition Big Brother. It was 
one of the most watched TV programs on RTL 2. For one hundred days a previously uknown group
of people was locked in a container. Viewers could exclude each ten days the most unsympathic 
participant from the game-show (Strőbinger 2000). More programs of similar type are in 
preparation (see Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 28 June 2000, p.W4).

k) Growing number of new and "old" media, especially of private media, as well as specialized 
media, together with growing specialization, create space for more experts but also for 
pseudoexperts. For example, the number of full-time journalists has almost doubled in period 
between early 1980s and mid 1990s in Germany (Gotschall 1999, 639). For this reason, but also for
general increase in interest in rational explanations of politics and life, experts are in demand. 

The consequences are important. An expert is not a person inevitably on the basis of his or her results in
research and study in a specidic academic field. There  are additional criteria in play. For example, how
often an "expert" appears on the screen. Crucial is first occurrence or good contacts. Once he or she appears
on the scree or on the air, is spotted by other journalists and is being recycled. This is in itself not a new
phenomenon. Always in the history have been positively see those who knew how to market themselves.
However, due to specialisation and lack of criticism the media are able to make an expert from almost
anybody. There is a change of paradigm. This is not only the case of Slovakia.
For example, there was recently a wave of interest in experts - especially in political scientists - in Germany
(Lőer  2000).  What  soon  emerged  as  a  problem -  and  logically  so  -  was  missing  depth  of  analysis,
decreasing  with  increasing  frequency  of  those  few  repeatedly  asked  for  opinion.  These  experts  in  a
particular area were often asked for opinion and comments in completely different area of expertise. This
was not important for journalists, wrote Lőer, because time pressure in editorial offices was strong, and to
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get new sources is time-consuming. Consequently, comments of experts often - paradoxically - reflected
commentaries and newsreports of journalists themselves….
I would see solution to this tricky situation in regularly up-dated directory of experts in various fields. This
directory would be helpful both for journalists and academics, at home and abroad. If it would be available
on the Internet, that would be an ideal solution. The question remains, who would put it together and based
on what criteria.
In the Czech Republic, analysts Fiala and Mikš (1998) agree that politics is to unsual degree (but similarly
to Slovakia) mediated. In other words, it is more visible in the media than seems to be reasonable. Almost
all political issues are being discussed in and through the media.  This approach limits tbe space for finding
political compromises. There are long-term consequences too: sharpening (and in some cases creation) of
political conflicts, and distrust as well as disgust of citizens with politics.
After half of decade of open and hidden support for some political parties and politicians in early 1990s, the
media changed their attitude to more critical approach. However, this does not mean necessarily lack of
bias. 

8. Do the media manipulate citizens whilst framing the news?

The Czech media analyst Vágner (1997, 11) as well as Zolo (1992) believe that it would be to exaggerrated
to claim that the media reality in the news is simply the result of deliberate manipulation by journalists. I
aggree with this opinion. In most cases - if we exclude deliberate propaganda efforts during authoritarian
governments or is such cases as wars - the news more or less reflect the reality. However, this reality is
somehow shaped by already many times discussed "news criteria". Among  these one can include events
which may have direct  impact on audiences,  which happened recently and in neighborghoud or in the
country, if it is related to celebrity and if is it negative news.
For example, McQuail (1996, 219) listed following news selection factors:
 Powerful people have more access
 Personal contacts influence attention
 Places where events happen
 Places where the media are located
 Predictability and routine
 Proximity
 Timeliness of events
 Timing in relation to news cycles

Framing is different from the notion of news criteria. Framing, or frames, logic or sub-genre formats of
highly stereotyped cues for many specific situations in politics, differ among print and television media. In
general,  interpretative  frames  or  schemas provide guides  to selection,  relevance  and cognition and are
collectively  constructed  and  often  widely  shared  (McQuail  1996,  355).  Newsworthiness  demands  a
systematic  decontextualization  and  fragmentation  of  events.  "Background  situations  simply  cannot  be
established in the very short time-spans allowed by newsmaking, and news items can only be such if they
are in fact new, that is, in some measure sudden, unexpected and spectacular" (Zolo 1992, 159). The (mass)
media by definition need to adopt simple and seemingly logical situations in their news reporting. Simple
ideas are easy to remember. Commercially driven media try to attract viewers not only with attractive but in
the long-term or even for current society trivial contents, but also with faster reading and presentation of
events.
Framing, in more technical  sense, can manipulate citizens, when it puts together (or one after another)
anecdotical story with story about famine in Africa. In this way the electronic media blur importance of
issues and of their impact on citizens´ lifes. 
What  is  becoming  more  and  more  important  is  information  overload  and  lack  of  ability  to  interpret
information correctly. Inspite of information overload, there is no increase in knowledge about politics
among the citizens. Many people blaim for this television. Certainly, the print media have increased the
quality of their analyses. However, not the print media but television is the major and often the only source
of political information, if we do not count informal talks. US political scientist Robert D. Putnam has
noticed indirect relationship between time spent watching TV and willingnes to act in public affairs (Fištejn
2000, 27). As put by Zolo (1992): "Direct experience is then marginalized by this symbolical realization of
the possible, and the need for personal activity is reduced. In time, even sensory perception is influenced by
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it, to the extent that it is symbolic interaction with the media which provides the primary "frames" of direct
experience, and not vice-versa."

9. Are the language and the coverage of news politically-ideologically neutral or bias?

Clear and short news get preference before fuzzy and too long news items, issues that had been announced
in advance have bigger chance to get broadcast than the news of the other kind. Therefore, the kind of
communication  distortion  which  results  from  professional-organizational-bureaucratic  context  is
predominantly an unwitting bias. It has very little to do with any subjective intention to transmit specific
ideologicial messages. The distorting effect  is owed to the actual structure of the medium of electronic
communication (Zolo 1992, 159). In a democratic society conscious attention represents more of a hidrance
than a help to the transmission of ideologically loaded messages. The capacity for conscious attention is
greatly reduced by a constant and growing flow of symbolized stimuli. For this reason, argues Zolo (1992,
167), the media achieve their greatest potential for influence in democratic countries, where the explicit
ideological  content  of  their  messages  is  relatively  small  and  their  capacity  for  indirect  persuasions  is
consequently increased.
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